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ABOUT BLAZEQUEL

CONFIDENCE…IN QUALITY
At Blazequel we believe that top quality service and maintenance of sprinkler and suppression systems is
absolutely essential.  Sprinklers especially are often vulnerable areas, with shoddy workmanship being
carried out which compromises on their reliability.  At Blazequel we have a superb record in taking over
poorly maintained sprinkler systems and returning them to full working order.

Our ethos is based around trust - that`s why we always use highly qualified engineers to carry out the
maintenance or installation of all your systems, giving you complete peace of mind  - you can rely on us to go
by the book, every time.

From Sprinklers, through to Suppression Systems and Dry Risers, Blazequel covers every facet of your
requirements in a seamlessly integrated risk management solution.   Contact us today for more details on
how we can help your company, and improve your fire protection procedures.  From our Fire Log Book, right
through to installation and  maintenance Blazequel has all the answers for you!

ISO 9001  |  CHAS  |  £10 MILLION LIABILITY INSURANCE  |  BAFE COMPLIANT

At Blazequel we have a strong corporate background, build up on innovative solutions and a strong sense of
trust in all areas of our business - from our supplier chain right down to the end user.
We view ourselves as the problem solvers of the industry, offering a unsurpassed level of customer service
and leaving you free to focus on other areas of your business.   These values are clearly stated throughout
our corporate principles listed below:

CORPORATE VALUES:
‘Total Honesty, Total Integrity, Total Protection’

OUR MISSION STATEMENT:
‘We are committed to a beneficial and methodical solution to the minefield of health & safety legislation
that consumes time and energy from industry.’

OUR CORPORATE AIM:
‘To be the problem solvers of the fire and security industry.’

Testimonial:
"We are now using Blazequel as our one stop shop to ensure we meet all current fire regulations…
They have proved themselves of being very capable of taking responsibility for a large company such as ourselves and
supply a fantastic service, which is a fast disappearing asset in the world in which we live. They have combined the
quality of service with capability of delivery in a most impressive way."
Corrugated Fibreboard Manufacturer in Bedfordshire



Sprinkler systems are a very effective and reliable way to protect any building
from fire and can be adapted to cover any situation, right from industrial and
commercial applications through to residential. use  Their role in asset and life
protection is gaining recognition in the eyes of the authorities and insurance
companies who are increasingly specifying these systems to protect valuable
assets, operations sensitive machinery and equipment, property and most
importantly - life.

Sprinkler systems are a long term solution, with an expected operational life of
30-50 years, normally the latter.  When properly maintained they are a highly
reliable means of fire fighting.  In addition to this the water damage caused by
a sprinkler system is significantly less than that caused by the fire brigade, with
a sprinkler using as little as 1/100th (1%) of the water that the fire and rescue
service would deliver at a fire!  The reason for this is that the sprinkler will
activate at the outbreak of a fire, preventing its spread and often extinguishing
it at it`s source before the fire escalates into a major incident (see next page
for more info on how this works).  By the time the fire service arrive to deal
with the fire irreparable damage could have been done, with the fire raging out
of control...

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Normally the sprinkler pipework is pressurised with water.  At the end of the
pipework is the sprinkler head, with a specially designed glass bulb or solder
fuse sealing the head and containing the water.  In the event of a fire, plumes
of heated smoke and fumes will rise to the ceiling, heating the sprinkler head.
At a pre-set heat (usually 68°C) the seal will break open, allowing the water to
fall onto the diffuser immediately below.  This then breaks the flow of water
into controlled droplets which will penetrate the smoke plume and cool the
burning materials to below the level of heat required for combustion.

While this is happening the water running out of the pressurised pipe will ac-
tivate a flow switch built into the pipework, which will send a signal back to
the pump, starting up the engines to force water through the pipework at
high pressure while also activating the fire alarm (if it hasn’t already activat-
ed) to alert the other building occupants.

SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
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1. Valve sets require at least 6 monthly servicing.  On the first visit, a valve set overhaul should be carried out, on the
second a visual inspection is required.  These are usually scheduled to take place during Spring and Autumn, so
that Alternate sprinkler systems can be changed from wet to dry to prevent frost damage during the winter
months, then back to water pressurised pipework after spring and during the summer months.

2. Sprinkler pumps must be serviced an at least a 6 monthly basis.  On the first visit, a full pump overhaul should be
carried out, on the second a visual inspection is required

3. Sprinkler Tanks maintenance involves an annual maintenance visit to service the Ball Valves on the tank.  Sprinkler
tanks should be re-lined at pre-defined intervals, usually every 10 years to ensure they retain their water tight
integrity

WATER PIPEWATER PIPE

1.
As the fire progresses through
the combustion process, heat
rises in the smoke plume and
gathers at the ceiling around the
sprinkler heads, which are sealed
by a glass bulb or solder link.

3.
The change in the water
pressure activates the flow
switch, which in turn sends a
message back to the pump.  The
pump then starts, forcing water
through the pipework to  and
maintain a high flow of water
through the heads.

2.
When the sprinkler head reaches
a pre-defined temperature
(often around 68*C) the seal
breaks, allowing the water to fall
onto the disperser below,
breaking the water into smaller,
more controlled droplets.

HOW A WET SPRINKLER SYSTEM WORKS

ALTERNATE SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
Alternate sprinkler systems are a more versatile option for sprinkler protection, and are often located in
environments which will be exposed to extremes of temperature during the winter months, such as
underground car parks or un-heated warehousing areas.
During their last service before the winter months they are drained, and then pressurised with air instead of
water.  In the event of a fire they operate in exactly the same manner as when water pressurised, with the seal
breaking with the heat which then releases the pressure.  This activates the pressure switch which will start
the pump to force water through the pipework.
The only disadvantage with this system is the delay in delivering the water to the fire scene, as there is a few
seconds delay while the air is being replaced by the water.  For this reason the system is pressurised with
water again during the summer months.

Sprinkler Maintenance Requirements (Commercial Properties)
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CO2 IS CLEAN

CO2 is a colourless, odourless, dry,
inert gas and is one of the most fa-
miliar of all chemicals. After extin-
guishing a fire it vaporises fully
leaving no residue. There is no mess,
nothing to clean up, no water dam-
age. It is non-corrosive and will not
contaminate foodstuffs. It is non-con-
ductive and so can be used on ener-
gised electrical equipment. It can be
safely used to protect delicate elec-
tronic equipment, antiquities or ar-
chive materials.

CO2 IS LOW COST

Carbon dioxide is a standard com-
mercial product with many other us-
es and is readily available throughout
the world. Because of its universal
use it can be obtained inexpensively
and this is an important considera-
tion when frequent recharging of
storage containers is necessary as in
local application systems, where fires
may be more frequent.

  Comparatively slow discharge time than
 many extinguishing agents

  High storage space requirements
  Toxic at the concentrations required to extinguish fire
  Elaborate safety measures required for intermittently

 occupied or occupied areas
  High storage pressures for high pressure systems
  Elaborate and bulky storage requirements for low pres

 sure systems

  CO2 is highly effective, even against deep
 seated fires

  Zero Ozone Depleting Properties
  Global Warming Potential is negligible
  Excellent extinguishing properties
  Non-conductive, non-corrosive and odourless
  No clean up required
  Suitable for protecting delicate machinery
  Low cost extinguishing agent

Carbon Dioxide (CO2)

Carbon Dioxide is a superb extinguishing agent, which extin-
guishes fire by reducing the oxygen levels below that which will
sustain combustion, effectively suffocating the fire.

Cooling is a secondary action of the agent; this feature is used
in local applications where the liquid phase of the discharge is
applied directly to the fire and risk materials.

CO2 is stored as liquid, under high pressure. When a system is
activated, the liquid CO2 flows through discharge pipework to
specially designed nozzles. The agent's low boiling point means
that the liquid vaporises rapidly during the discharge, providing
a penetrative three-dimensional action. The rapid expansion of
the gaseous agent allows fires to be targeted even in the most
inaccessible areas of risk.

 System Overview  System Benefits

Con`s of CO2

Pro`s of CO2

Suppression
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■ Rapid fire knockdown within ten sec-
onds

■ FM200 will completely extinguish Class
A, B and C Fires in ten seconds or less -
before the fire can develop

■ Minimal oxygen reduction
■ Safe in occupied and unoccupied areas
■ Personnel safety in the event of dis-

charging an FM200 system in an emer-
gency is safeguarded as the
extinguishant has a low toxicity rating.

■ Environmentally safe agent - zero
ozone depletion

■ Electrical, pneumatic or manual acti-
vation system

■ Activation of the FM200 fire system
can be carried out electrically, pneu-
matically, or manually with either local
or remote control.

■ Clean agent
■ No particles or oily residues to damage

delicate equipment
■ Can be linked in to existing detection

control systems
■ Easily installed and relocated
■ Can be located within the risk area

without the need for a separate cylin-
der room

  Some Global Warming Potential
  Higher agent cost

  Rapid flame extinguishing
  Minimal oxygen reduction
  Can be used in occupied and unoccupied areas
  Electrically non-conductive
  Leaves no residue
  Zero Ozone Depletion Potential
  FM-200 is the world’s most widely selected clean agent

for use in new applications and as a Halon 1301 replace-
ment. It is suitable for use in a wide range of fire extin-
guishing applications, including total flooding, streaming,
and inerting applications

HFC 227-EA (FM 200)

HFC 227 EA (commonly known as FM-200) is a safe, clean, and
electrically nonconductive agent that protects people, high val-
ue assets and the continuity of business operations.  FM200 is
highly effective, giving superior extinguishing performance and
rapid fire knockdown within ten seconds. Stopping the fire in
these critical first few seconds can save thousands of pounds
worth of damage to equipment and consequent loss of pro-
duction.

FM-200 works by physical action, the molecules absorb heat so
that the temperature of the flame falls to a point below which
it cannot propagate, and the fire is extinguished. The oxygen
depleting effect is minimal as only small quantities of the gas
are used.  FM-200 is environmentally friendly and can be safety
used in manned areas.

 System Overview  System Benefits

Con`s of FM200

Pro`s of FM200

Suppression
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SAFE
Independent scientific studies have
proven that Novec™ 1230 fluid poses
no safety risk to people in occupied
spaces at the normal design concen-
tration. It also offers a safety margin
of up to 100% - that’s higher than any
other type of clean fire suppression
agent.

EFFECTIVE
Novec™ 1230 fluid puts fires out
quickly, before they can do any seri-
ous damage. It does this by reaching
extinguishing concentrations in ten
seconds or less. It is effective on a
wide range of Class A, B and electrical
fires.

CLEAN
Novec™ 1230 fluid discharges as a col-
ourless, electrically nonconductive,
and non-corrosive gas. It does not
leave any residue behind, and there is
no need for costly clean-up opera-
tions.

  High Agent Cost

  Fluid at room temperature - unique amongst
gaseous agents therefore compact storage

  Fast extinguishing action
  Over-pressurisation relief vents not normally required
  Novec™ 1230 fluid poses no safety risk to people in occu-

pied spaces
  It also offers a safety margin of up to 100% - that’s higher

than any other type of clean fire suppression agent.  This
means that it can be used in manned areas.

  Electrically non-conductive
  Non-corrosive
  No post-fire residues or damage to protected equipment
  Environmentally Friendly:  Novec™ 1230 fluid has a zero

Ozone Depletion Potential, a Global Warming Potential
of just one and an atmospheric lifetime of only five days.

Novec

Novec Fire Protection Fluid is stored as a liquid and discharged
in to the protected space as a gas.  It puts fires out quickly by a
combination of heat absorption and chemical interference with
the flame.

Based on a proprietary chemistry from 3M, Novec 1230 fluid
addresses industry needs for clean agent fire protection that is
safe and effective, while offering an environmental profile that
other halocarbon agents like HFCs can’t begin to match:

Because of this, Novec 1230 fluid – unlike HFCs – is not targeted
for phase-down or regulatory restrictions anywhere in the
world, making it today’s most sustainable choice for clean agent
fire protection.

 System Overview  System Benefits

Con`s of Novec

Pro`s of Novec

Suppression
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■ Fast acting and effective against
nearly all fire hazards

■ Environmentally neutral – zero
Ozone Depleting Potential and ze-
ro Global Warming Potential

■ No post-fire residues or damage to
protected equipment

■ Electrically non-conductive
■ Safe for occupied areas
■ Can be integrated with existing de-

tection and alarm systems
■ Automatic or manual release
■ Minimum downtime after a fire  In

addition to this it is not prone to
fogging, is non-toxic, non-corro-
sive, leaves no residue and is elec-
trically non-conductive. This has
led to it being successfully speci-
fied in applications where there is
a need to avoid secondary damage
by the fire fighting agent.  It is reg-
ularly used in rooms, tape and ar-
chive stores, electrical cabinets
and switchgear compartments.

  Relatively slow flame extinguishing
  High pressure storage, requiring solid drawn high pres-

sure storage cylinders
  Large volume of gas required, which has implications for

space and weight

  Electrically non-conductive
  Blend of naturally occurring gases
  Zero Ozone Depletion Potential
  No agent breakdown products since inert gases are not

subject to thermal decomposition
  Similar density to that of air. This means that, should

there be a problem of leakage in the compartment, they
retain their concentration in the risk area better than
Halons or other suppressant gases.

IG55 (Argonite)

IG55 (commonly known as Argonite) is an excellent fast acting
fire extinguishing agent that is environmentally neutral, safe for
occupied areas and leaves no residue.  These properties make
it an ideal option for control and computer rooms, manned
areas and ventilation systems.

Argonite consists entirely of naturally occurring gasses and is an
equal blend of nitrogen and argon.  It produces no secondary
combustion products, is particularly suitable for fighting fires in
confined spaces, and is  suited to either total flooding or local
application.  Because the extinguishants molecular weight is
close to that of air, it lingers longer than many of it`s alterna-
tives when discharged to extinguish a fire. This reduces the
need for hermetic sealing of a protected room – a process that
can be very expensive and needs to be repeated every time
structural changes are made.

 System Overview  System Benefits

Con`s of Argonite

Pro`s of Argonite

Suppression
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Cooker Hood Suppression System

A Cooker Hood Fire Suppression system is an automatic, pre-engineered, fire
suppression system designed to protect the following areas associated with
cooking equipment; ventilating equipment including hoods, ducts, pleniums,
and filters; fryers, griddles and range tops; upright, natural charcoal, or chain
type broilers; electric, lava rock, mesquite or gas radiant char-broilers and woks.

Life and Asset Protection

Kitchen fires, specifically fat fires are notoriously dangerous and there is no safer
way or better way of protecting your catering facilities, and staff against catering
related fires.

The system is ideally suited for use in restaurants, fast food outlets, football
clubs, mobile kitchens, hospitals, nursing homes, hotels, schools, airports and
other similar facilities.

The stainless steel enclosure is completely self contained, so blends in without
affecting the kitchen’s operation. If you have a fire, it can be dealt with quickly
and before causing any major damage - meaning you can recover and resume
normal operations with the minimum of downtime. The system is capable of
automatic detection and actuation and/or remote manual actuation.  This
means that kitchen staff - who often will be alert to the danger before the
automatic function kicks in - will be able to activate the system quickly, meaning
the fire is dealt with even faster!

Wet Chemical Agent

The extinguishing agent is a potassium carbonate, potassium acetate-based
formulation designed for rapid flame knockdown and foam securement of
grease related fires. It is available in plastic containers with instructions for wet
chemical handling and usage.

Suppression
Kitchen Suppression



COOKER HOOD SUPPRESSION
Suppression system control unit.  The extinguishant container is concealed within the stainless

 steel unit(s) to match in with the rest of the kitchen, and maintain a high level of hygiene.

 Manual system activation.  Often kitchen staff will become aware of a fire before it reaches a
 level of heat sufficient to activate the system automatically.

 Suppression system pipe work and nozzles (indicated by arrows).  This covers the cooking area,
 within the hood itself and also inside the extraction flue, ensuring that fire does not spread out-
 side the cooker hood
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Water Mist
Suppression

 In recognition that the phenomena contributing to fire suppression
are related to the surface area-to-volume ratio of the agent, the effi-
ciency of water is optimised by delivery to the hazard zone as a fine
spray.

Water mist works by enveloping the fire with fine water droplets and
breaking the cycle needed for combustion, known as the feedback
loop of fire. The mist creates a large surface area of water droplets,
increasing cooling and controlling the hazard.

By discharging water through special nozzles at high pressure, the
mist reduces the amount of water used and the damage caused. Act-
ing in a similar way to gas systems, water mist extinguishes fires in
obstructed locations normally inaccessible for standard systems.
What's more, the technology is free from environmentally hazardous
gases and potentially dangerous compressed gas.

Water Mist offers the additional benefits of thermal radiation attenu-
ation, removal of a proportion of airborne smoke particulates and the
absorption of water-soluble toxic and irritant gases.

In conclusion the use of water as a fine mist from stand-alone sys-
tems provides a highly efficient means of fire protection requiring
considerably less agent than is associated with traditional deluge and
spray systems. This results in substantial system capacity and weight
benefits as well as causing usually negligible secondary water damage
in the protected zone.

New - Water Mist Extinguisher

In a ground breaking move, Blazequel have launched the new Wa-
terMist extinguisher - Portable Suppression for almost every ap-
plication.

The water mist agent is highly versatile, capable of fighting almost
any fire - from fuel through to live electrical equipment.  An added
bonus is the fact that it is a low pressure unit, using a natural clean
agent - this makes it ideal for archive companies, hospitals and
food and catering environments.

Contact us today for more details!
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Risers & Hydrants

Fire Hydrants

Wet / Dry Risers

Large premises usually have privately owned water hydrants
installed on site for use by the Fire and Rescue Service in the
event of a fire. It is an employer's responsibility to ensure these
are properly tested, and maintained by a competent person.
For quick and easy location and access in the event of an
emergency it is essential that fire hydrants are not blocked
from use in any way. Blazequel can test and inspect your water
hydrants as part of your annual maintenance program.

Wet and Dry risers are intended for the use of the Fire Service
to provide a readily available means of delivering considerable
quantities of water. A Dry riser is a system of valves and pipe-
work that allow the fire brigade to pump water on to the upper
floors of a building, and is used in buildings 18m high. A Wet
riser is a system of valves and pipework that is kept permanent-
ly charged with water, and is used in building 60m above

ground level. Wet and Dry risers are at risk of neglect
and vandalism. Not only is there great potential for
damage if a riser leaks but there are severe penalties
should the risers fail to work for the fire service.
Blazequel maintain dry and wet riser systems in accord-
ance with the British Standard BS9990 Part 3. Under
this standard, dry and wet risers should be:

· Visually inspected every 6 months
· Serviced annually



Dry / Wet Risers Explained
What`s the Difference?
Dry and Wet risers are very similar,
both in design and function.  Their con-
cept is to supply a ready supply of water
to all the floors of high  or large build-
ings where the fire brigade could find
access difficult or impractical.

The Key difference between wet and
dry risers is that wet risers are kept
constantly pressurised with water from
either a mains supply or a water stor-
age tank, as used for sprinkler systems.
The basic design is the same as that
seen in the dry riser opposite, with the
water supply accessed from the landing
valves.  Wet risers are required in most
buildings over 60m high.

Dry risers, on the other hand are not
pressurised, but have a inlet breeching
in the bottom of the pipework on the
outside of the building - in the case of a
fire, the fire service can connect this to
a water supply, and pump water up the
pipework to the landing valves.

The landing valves are then available to
the fire service as a ready supply of
water for their lay flat hoses, meaning
they are able to tackle the fire much
faster. Dry risers are required in most
buildings over 18m high.

For more information on Wet/Dry ris-
ers, or to discuss your requirements in
this area please contact us today:

TEL: 01234 357357

E: sales@blazequel.com

Or use the contact form at the end of
this document.

External Wall

Dry Riser
Inlet

Breeching

Dry Riser Inlet Box
With Glazed Door

25mm Drain Valve

Landing Valve

Pipe Bracket

Dry Riser Landing
Valve Box

Landing Valve

Dry Riser Landing
 Valve Box

Air Release
Valve

Flanged Tee Piece

100mm Bore Main Pipe

Landing
Valve

Ground
Floor

Basement

1st Floor

Top Floor

Internal Wall

Wall Cavity
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CONTACT US
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL
US ON 01234 357357 TODAY, SEND US AN
EMAIL OR VISIT OUR  NEW WEBSITE!

NAME *

E-MAIL *

POSTCODE

TOWN / CITY *

ADDRESS

SUBJECT *

MESSAGE

COMPANY *

PHONE *

Jaguar House

Shuttleworth Road

Bedford

MK41 0EP

TEL: 01234 357357

FAX: 01234 355190

E: sales@blazequel.com

W: www.blazequel.com

UK Head Office

Tel:  01234 357357
20-22 Hawkin Street

Londonderry

BT48 6RE

Northern Ireland

TEL: 02871 377775

FAX:  01271 368569

E: sales@blazequel.com

W: www.blazequel.com

Northern Ireland Office

Tel: 02871 377775

http://www.blazequel.com
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE
1. Any product information given in this document is of a generic nature, and although correct at the

time of publication, Blazequel reserves the right to change or modify its product ranges at any time,
replacing product lines for other alternatives of equal quality.

Copyright © Blazequel 2012.

No part of this document may be copied or reproduced, in part or in whole without the written permission
of Blazequel.  Blazequel will not hesitate to take appropriate legal action if its rights in this respect are
infringed.
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